Mobilizing Writing Centers to Support Proposal Development
Alan Paul, Giant Angstrom Partners

Evolution of a program
to win NSF GRF Awards
PHASE 1: UC RIVERSIDE
GOAL:
Help Students win NSF Graduate Research Fellowships
2011 – started as a special project in my last year at UCR
• Coaching/editing for 25 students in one College, funded by Dean
• Success rate of 28% for this cohort, vs. 5% for students at large
• Service by internal staff (me!)
2012 – shift to campus-wide program
• Funded by Graduate Dean
• Success rate fell, few students participated
• Service by writing center consultants (grad students)
2013 – return to original model
• Funded by Graduate Dean
• Success rate restored
• Service by me as an outside consultant
2014 – Hybrid program
• Funded by Graduate Dean
• 25 students worked with outside consultant (me)
• Trained writing center consultants to work with 100 students
• Achieved parity between “expert” and writing center success rates
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Bringing Writing Center
Staff into the Proposal
Development World
RESULTS: 5 wins, 6 honorable
mentions in 4 yrs.—after 3 yrs. of none
Accomplished by training them in their
own paradigms
• Coached them to interview students to find dramatic
events in their lives, then to place those events into
one of six classic plot lines
The Education plot
A plot of thought – cause and effect come from reflection
A character’s established beliefs become more nuanced and
sophisticated
Can be effective for:
Well-suited for people who changed majors or schools, or who lack
programmatic preparation, but weave a bunch of individual lessons
together by the end
Select events that:
explain the change: moments of disillusionment, discovery of
alternatives, etc.
Along the way, we want the reader to feel:
Fear and hope, wonder about how the threads will come together
At the resolution:
We want the reviewers to feel relief and pleasure
Example: Rushmore, Gran Torino

The Reform plot
(Discussed in Webinar 13 as the Reformed Neuroscientist)
A plot of character – cause and effect come from purposeful choice
A bad character takes the right path when forced to by circumstances
Can be effective for:
people who had epic failures
Select events that:
Forced you onto the right path; Show how you internalized them to
motivate you and establish new goals
Along the way, we want the reviewers to feel:
impatient at how far things went before you changed
At resolution:
We want the reader to feel satisfaction that you did what he/she would
have done
Example: Casino, Return of the Jedi

• Used familiar rubrics: storyboards, narrative
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KEY FINDINGS:
• Writing Center tutors can be trained to support
proposal development
• Need to adapt coaching to reflect changes in
application format (success rate fell to national avg.)
*****

PHASE 2: NORTH DAKOTA STATE
GOAL:
Help students win NSF Graduate Research Fellowships
by Expanding Writing Center services
2014 – Trained writing center consultants
• Coaching/editing for ~10 students by tutors
• Review of proposed research essays by consultant
2015-16 – Writing center worked directly with students
• Consultant (me) critiqued student applications
2017 – Improved coaching protocols tip sheets and protocols
• Students take a required course with writing center director
• Developed formulaic rubrics for writing center consultant

structure, etc. We trained by marking up winning
essays to show document structure, paragraph
structure, and narrative flow, with examples that
varied by individual plots or disciplinary style.

Can it work for faculty
proposals?
Faculty fellowship applications are clearly
amenable – may be directly transferrable
to part of NIH K awards, for example.
Two factors determine whether this can
work for research, training or outreach
projects:

1. Proposal Type

• Research Proposals would need a different
rubric.
• George Gopen’s work on the structure of
scientific writing is a fruitful avenue. He
draws on research in the fields of rhetoric,
linguistics, and cognitive psychology to exploit
reader’s expectations.
• The rubric makes use of writing concepts that
are familiar to writing consultants—discursive
units, topic and stress positions, etc.

I’m seeking partners to pilot this
approach for research proposals.
I have developed materials to train
people with no disciplinary
knowledge to analyze technical
writing for readability and
persuasiveness.

2. Organizational structure

I have started interviewing Writing Center
directors to learn whether they could provide
this service.
• ALL CENTERS are seeking supplemental
funding, and all are enthusiastic about helping
people write better.
• Those administered through English
Departments tend to serve undergrads
exclusively—but consultants are English PhD
students who could learn the protocol easily
• Consultants in centers funded by a college or
the Graduate dean have disciplinary
knowledge; their facility in rhetoric depends
on the center’s own training program
• Centers funded by the central administration
are most likely to provide some services to
faculty, but these are highly limited in efficacy.

